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1.0 Introduction
The balance in the use of natural resources, collection of taxes and distribution of welfare
benefits is one of the core foundations in the way our society works. There is a multitude of
ongoing political discussions regarding taxes, economy, society, and the environment. All of
which will have an impact on sustainable development. With oil prices being halved from
May 2019 to May 2020 (Oslo Børs, 2020) and the effects of Covid-19 worsening the
downturn (Fernandes, 2020), the petroleum sector wants lower taxes to stimulate growth.
Additionally, according to the Norwegian Oil and Gas Association (NOROG), wind power at
sea and carbon capture are dependent on the petroleum industry. As a result of the demand
from NOROG, representing among others Aker, Aibel, and Equinor (Stavanger Aftenblad,
2020), the Norwegian government has proposed a change in the Petroleum Act for further
growth and to boost the economy in the petroleum industry (Prop. 113 L, 2020). In the
renewable energy sector, there are a lot of ongoing discussions regarding the economic and
environmental effects of wind power.

Environmental organizations are focusing on the negative local, regional and global
externalities of wind power (Naturvernforbundet, 2020), and advocate for increased taxes to
be placed on the wind energy industry to equate wind power with hydropower, and to build an
economic model that profits the government more than foreign owners. Changes in the tax
levels of fossil- and renewable energy will have a large impact on the companies in those
sectors, both for their current economic situation and for their future commitment and
development. It will also have a large impact on the government as an increase, or reduction,
in tax revenue will affect the budget and the possibility to subsidize positive environmental
measures. It will also have a large impact on society as taxation and fees, and other regulatory
measures, are one of the primary methods used to combat climate change. It may seem
paradoxical that it is the petroleum industry that gives the government the necessary economic
leeway to invest in environmental measures.

The primary objective of this thesis is to get a deeper understanding of these topics by
exploring the use of taxation to improve sustainability and to mitigate climate change. With
the use of different research methods to find and gather qualitative data, the main focus will
be the energy sector in Norway, how the non-renewable energy sector is taxed, how the
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renewable energy sector is taxed, and the authorities effect on the direction the society takes
with regards to sustainability and environmental issues. Even though the primary focus is
Norway, this subject should be of relevance for other countries as well since many
governments are dealing with the same issues. Additionally, some scenarios are transferable
as case studies and a lot of the externalities discussed are global.

1.1 Research questions
The subject of the thesis, the effects of taxation as a measure to improve sustainability in the
Norwegian energy sector, opens a field of study with comprehensive data available. There are
a lot of different directions possible, but to get a better understanding of the big picture a
broad approach was chosen. Some topics, that are found to be of a higher relevance and
importance to the main subject, are addressed more in detail. According to Bryman and Bell
(2011), the research questions need to be researchable (being able to collect data), be linked to
each other and add value to the already existing theory. Four research questions are
formulated in order to collect and convey information to analyze the main subject as good as
possible. The first question is constructed to address the importance and relevance of taxation
as an environmental measure and the latter three are constructed to address the tax measures
on societal, financial and environmental factors, using the triple bottom line (people – planet –
profit) framework (Elkington, 1998) in a macro-level perspective.

1. How important are environmental taxes in order to improve sustainability in the
Norwegian energy sector?
2. How is the economy affected when using taxation as a measure to improve the
sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector?
3. How are the people and social equity affected when using taxation as a measure to
improve the sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector?
4. How is the environment – local, regional, and global – affected when using taxation as
a measure to improve the sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector?

1.2 Structure
The thesis structure is three larger chapters consisting of literature review, methodology and
results and discussion before the end conclusion.
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2.0 Literature Review
The literature review presents the theoretical framework that is used in the thesis, it refers to a
lot of different sources such as textbooks, reports, journals, and news pages to support the
identification of specific research questions (Rowley & Sack, 2004). This contributes to the
thesis by adding validity and value to the discussion, assumptions, and the conclusion.

2.1 Taxes and fees
In the book “Green Logistics” (2015), Piecyk states that it is only fair that companies pay for
the damage they inflict on the environment since the environment should not be seen as a
“free good” that businesses and people can exploit without consequences. The most common
measure towards exploiting the environment is the “polluter pays” principle (Pigouvian tax),
also known as internalizing an externality, meaning that the environmental cost gets added to
the activity in form of a tax or fee. The “polluter pays” principle dates all the way back to
1920 as a method to equalize the marginal private cost and the marginal social cost, so that
the producer would have to pay for the non-pecuniary externality that it created (Pigou, 1920).
Reformed over the time, strongly influenced by Coase (1960) with his “cheapest costavoider” analysis, the basic principles of the “polluter pays” principle are still the same
(Schmidtchen, et al., 2007).
Looking at Norway, the “polluter pays” principle is considerably implemented in laws and
regulations. As early as December 1990, Norway introduced the carbon tax states that
companies must pay carbon tax when burning petroleum and by emission of natural gas in
petroleum activity at the continental shelf (Lovdata, 2015). Furthermore, taxation on
greenhouse gases, including carbon tax, together with the emission trading system are stated
as the government’s most important methods to secure a cost-effective reduction in emissions
of greenhouse gases (Norwegian Goverment, 2020). This is substantiated by the Green Tax
Commission, in NOU 2015:15, that advocated for the positive environmental effects caused
by a multitude of environmental fees. It is worth mentioning that all of these taxes and fees
are recommendations by a commission and not explicitly implemented in laws of regulations.
NOU reports recommended fees on use of natural and recreational areas in 1996, 2013 and
2015 (Borge, et al., 2015), without it being implemented in laws. Environmental taxes create
financial incentives for companies to reduce their pollution and also for the government to
raise additional revenue in order to subsidize sustainable projects (Piecyk, et al., 2015). There
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exist research showing the positive environmental effects (Fischer & Newell, 2008; Ciccone,
2018), the positive economic effects (Williams, 2016; Lageaga & Labendeira, 2020), and the
positive effects on innovation (Ambec, et al., 2013; Galeotti, et al., 2020), but the social
acceptance for what levels of taxation that are acceptable is still unclear (Sundtoft, 2015;
Vestre Sem, 2017).

2.2 European Union Emissions Trading System
Tradable quotas are an alternative to Pigouvian taxes when there is uncertainty in finding the
right number for marginal damage (Weitzman, 1974). According to the European Union, the
EU emissions trading system (EU ETS) is one of the most important measures in their policy
to combat climate change. It was the world’s first major carbon market and is a cost-effective
way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to all EU countries, the EU ETS also
operates in Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway (European Comission, 2020). Roughly fifty
percent of Norwegian emissions are covered by the EU ETS. In addition to domestic
measures, Norway has historically fulfilled its commitment by purchasing quotas from United
Nations approved projects, primarily from emission reducing projects in countries without
climate obligations (Ministry of Climate and Environment, 2014; Borge, et al., 2015).

The lack of efficiency of the EU ETS has been documented in several reports, mainly
regarding allowance surplus and carbon leakage (Sandbag, 2011; Wyns, 2012). Following the
financial crisis in 2008 the demand dropped significantly causing a huge surplus and price
drop for allowances (Wettestad, 2014; Jiang & Guan, 2017). The surplus was 1.65 billion
allowances in 2017 (European Comission, 2018). Still, measures are being taken such as the
implementation of the market stability reserve in 2019, which counteracts the surplus of
allowances and secures a stable market. In addition, the ceiling for allowed emissions will be
changed from today’s 1.74 % yearly reduction to a 2.2 % yearly reduction from 2021
(Bruninx, et al., 2019).

Even though the EU ETS is struggling with a variety of challenges, there is some research
proving that the emissions of greenhouse gases have been reduced due to the EU ETS
(Ellerman, et al., 2010; Egenhofer, et al., 2011). Other positive effects include innovation.
Like other environmental taxes and fees, the EU ETS incentivizes innovation of sustainable
technologies, and there is evidence that investment and innovation responses are stronger in
companies that face a shortage of allowances than in those with surplus allowances (Liang, et
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al., 2013). With this in mind, according to Muuls (2016), the EU ETS could boost economic
growth as it is stated that long term-growth is entirely driven by innovation and technological
progress.

2.3 Non-renewable energy
Non-renewable energy is defined as energy sources that are stored in nature and which, within
a human perspective, are not renewable and thus must be regarded as a resource that can be
depleted (SNL, 2018). In Norway there is currently an absence of nuclear power, and there
are only two coal power plants, so the non-renewable energy industry is almost exclusively
petroleum. This section has three subcategories that will address coal, petroleum, and nuclear
as non-renewable energy sources.

2.3.1 Coal
The two Norwegian coal power plants are both located on Svalbard and supply electrical
energy to roughly 2300 people. The CO2 emissions from the coal power plants amount to
200,000 tons yearly, constituting almost 50 % of the total emissions from Svalbard,
equivalent to the same amount as the yearly emissions from 100,000 gasoline cars (Teigen,
2019). The coal power plants are supplied with coal from the nearby mine “Gruve 7”, with the
government owned company “Store Norske Gruvedrift” estimated to extract coal for the next
twenty years (NTB, 2019). The negative environmental externalities are both local and global.
The local negative externalities on health may be considered marginal due to the small
settlement compared to the large areas. Due to the large emission of CO2 compared to the
energy created (Dekhtyareva, 2019), a shift towards wind energy has been recommended
(Mathers, et al., 2017).

2.3.2 Petroleum
The petroleum industry is by far the largest industry in Norway. In the Norwegian national
budget for 2020 the prognosis for the petroleum industry was a 14 % share of the GDP (gross
domestic product), a 19 % share of government revenues, a 19 % share of total investments
and a 37 % share of total exports (National Budget, 2019). The consequences caused by the
reduction in oil prices and the Covid-19 pandemic have impacted these numbers greatly, with
current estimates for 2020 from the Oil and Energy Department being a 10 % share of the
GDP, a 10 % share of government revenues, a 20 % share of total investments and a 31 %
share of total exports (OED, 2020). In 2019 the net government cash flow from petroleum
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activities was 256.9 billion NOK, made up from 133.5 billion NOK from taxes, 6.9 billion
NOK from environmental taxes and area fees, 96.5 billion NOK from net cash flow from
SDFI (State’s Direct Financial Interest) and 20.0 billion NOK from Equinor dividend. In the
revised national budget for 2020 the net government cash flow is estimated to 97.8 billion
NOK, made up from 32.5 billion NOK from taxes, 7.3 billion NOK from environmental taxes
and area fees, 42.3 billion NOK from net cash flow from SDFI and 15.7 billion NOK from
Equinor dividend (Revised National Budget, 2020). The net cash flow had a 62 % decrease
while the cash flow from taxes had a 76 % decrease. Looking at the taxation of the petroleum
industry, the total tax level is 78 %, consisting of 22 % ordinary company tax and 56 %
special tax due to the extraordinary returns on production of petroleum resources, it is worth
noting that reimbursement for exploration as well as depreciation of investments are included
in these figures. In addition, there are area fees and environmental taxes. The petroleum
industry is affected by carbon tax, NOx tax, and EU ETS (OED, 2020).

The petroleum industry is the industry with the largest impact on the Norwegian economy and
environment, the industry employs 225,000 persons (Fjose, et al., 2019). In 2018 the
petroleum industry accounted for a total of 13.7 million tons of CO2 emissions, almost a third
of the total CO2 emissions in Norway. It is worth noting that the CO4-emissions (Methane)
from the petroleum industry were merely 19.7 million tons compared to the 104.7 million tons
of CO4-emissions from agriculture (SSB, 2019), an interesting discussion when using taxation
as an environmental measure, but a different industry and outside of the scope for this thesis.
The CO2 equivalent number is larger than the CO2 emission number as it also includes other
greenhouse gases like CO4, N2O etc. These numbers, from the petroleum industry, give an
indication of the environmental impact related to the extraction of petroleum, and compared
to the world average Norway’s emissions are about 50 % (extraction of oil and gas in Norway
leads to emissions of 55 kg CO2 per ton oil equivalent while the world average is 132 kg of
CO2 per ton oil equivalent) (Gavenas & Rosendahl, 2014). But it does not take into accounts
the emissions due to the use of petroleum. According to Randers (2019), the emissions caused
by petroleum products exported from Norway are 530 million tons of CO2 equivalents, which
is 37 times more than the 14.2 million tons of CO2 equivalents from the production itself.
Under the assumption that the need for petroleum in the market is unchanged, this discharge
would have happened independently of Norwegian petroleum export since other countries
would have supplied the petroleum instead.
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There are local, regional, and global externalities from petroleum production. The seismic
shooting used in exploration of petroleum causes exceedingly high sounds that spread over
large distances in the water. The externalities include, but are not limited to, death of
microorganisms, negative impact on fish reproduction, and damages on sea mammals’
hearing (Hassel, et al., 2004; Stemland, et al., 2019). There are also emissions directly to the
sea, mainly from produced water contaminated with oil, chemicals, and radioactive
substances. These chemicals may cause damage and death to all sea life affected, but are
limited to geographically small areas (Scoma, et al., 2017; Carpenter, 2018). Even though the
local externalities have serious consequences for life below water, the air pollution is the
biggest challenge with petroleum production. The large emissions of CO2, mainly from gas
turbines, diesel turbines, and flaring (NOROG, 2018), have a global effect on the climate
change. The biggest threats are global warming (Anderson, et al., 2016; Hao, et al., 2018) and
ocean acidification (Doney, et al., 2009), while there are upsides such as increased growth in
plants on land (Hunter, 2007). In addition to CO2 emissions, the petroleum production also
causes emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx) which has damaging effects on ecosystems and
vegetation (Fowler, 1992).

2.3.3 Nuclear
There is an absence of nuclear power plants in Norway despite large instances of thorium
deposits (nuclear fuel) (SNL, 2019). Due to large accidents such as the Three Mile Islandaccident in 1979 and the Chernobyl-accident in 1986 there is a lot of opposition against
nuclear power, and the documentation regarding nuclear power in Norway is limited. In 2008,
the Thorium Commission, on assignment from the Ministry of Oil and Energy, published their
report being positive towards further research in order to develop nuclear power in Norway.
With an estimate of 170,000 tons of thorium available in Norway, the energy content would
be 100 times larger than all oil, extracted and in reservoirs, in Norway (Thorium Commission,
2008). Lately the estimates of thorium reserves in Norway have decreased and the updated
estimates are 87,000 tons according to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA,
2019).
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2.4 Renewable energy
Renewable energy is defined as an energy source which originates in nature's own cycle and
which, within a human perspective, is constantly renewed and can thus be considered
inexhaustible (SNL, 2019). Renewable energy accounts for 96 % of the electrical power
generated in Norway (NVE, 2019) and is, even with some degree of negative environmental
externalities, considered the sustainable option (Shafiei & Salim, 2014). According to the
International Renewable Energy Agency (2017), renewable energy and energy efficiency can
meet 90% of the decarbonization needed to stay within the target of the Paris Agreement (an
international climate agreement with a temperature goal to keep the increase in global average
temperature below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels).

2.4.1 Hydropower
Comprising 94.4 % of the power production, hydroelectric power is the cornerstone of
Norwegian power production. This ratio is six times higher than the global average of 15 %
(Wang, 2019) and is a result of the unique Norwegian topography. Large mountainous regions
form the peak of the water circulation system. This enables the construction of water
magazines which can harness this power and provide energy to all mainland regions in
Norway. There are currently over 1000 of these hydroelectric power plants in use today. The
hydroelectric power industry in Norway is over 125 years old and most of the hydroelectric
power plants were built before 1990. In 1991 the Norwegian power market was deregulated
(Ministry of Oil and Energy, 2020) in order to rationalize the production, distribution, and
sale of electricity in an economic sense (Kjærland, 2009).

Hydroelectric power has been criticized for negative local externalities such as; changes in
hydrological flow regimes, reduced water quality, and loss of biological diversity. Despite of
this, a lot of reports still conclude that the positive global externalities outweigh the negative
local externalities (Botelho, et al., 2018; Mussa, et al., 2018). In addition to the environmental
impacts mentioned above, negative and positive, there is research which shows that energy
consumption from hydroelectric power boosts economic growth, and economic growth in turn
causes an increase in consumption from hydroelectric power (Bildirici, 2015).
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2.4.2 Wind power
While the share of power produced by wind sources is merely at 5.6 %, it is worth noting that
power production from wind power had a 93.1% increase from April 2019 to April 2020,
while total power production increased by 25.9 % (SSB, 2020). This comes in a time where
the opposition towards windmills is increasing (Motvind, 2020). Even though wind power
mitigates negative externalities from fossil energy, the wind power itself entails negative
externalities such as loss of biological diversity, sound pollution, visual pollution, and the
damage of natural CO2 storages (Zerrahn, 2017). Still, excluding the damage of natural CO2
storages, all of the externalities mentioned above are local and can be monetarily
compensated (von Mollendorff & Welsch, 2015).

Like hydropower, wind power also benefits from the Norwegian topography, combined with
new technology (in 2012 the average production from a new wind turbine was 7 GWh, while
in 2019 it is 14 GWh), there is a potential large market for windfarms in Norway. A hint of
this is shown by the 37 windfarm projects that were approved but not yet started at the end of
2018, which would double the number of windfarms in Norway when operative (NVE, 2019).
This is under the assumption that companies are willing to invest in wind power, with the
profitability being affected by the price of electricity and governmental economic stimuli
(Krøvel, et al., 2019). The current development of windfarms has been on land, but there is a
lot of research on, and incentives for, wind farms at sea. Not only to supply electricity to
offshore installations but also to avoid some of the local externalities caused by windfarms on
land. Research by Kløw (2019) shows that there is a willingness to pay in the form of
increased taxation to move existing and new windfarms from land to sea. With environmental
concern being one of the reasons, it proves that there are socio-economic costs associated with
the environmental costs of onshore windfarms.

2.4.3 Solar power
Being the fastest growing power generation technology worldwide, solar power is also
growing rapidly in Norway with the energy production going from 15 GWh in 2015 to 80
GWh in 2019 (NVE, 2020). Still, this is just one thousandth of the total production of
electricity in Norway (SSB, 2020), and as such, currently has a negligible effect in Norway as
a measure to combat climate change.
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3.0 Methodology
A methodology is any mean that serves the purpose of solving problems and approach new
knowledge (Aubert, 1972). Different methodologies are categorized in either quantitative or
qualitative methodology. Quantitative methodology generates numeric data while the
qualitative methodology generates textual data that is more aimed at capturing opinions and
experiences that cannot be quantified or measured (Dalland, 2007).

According to Teddlie & Tashakkori (2008), a lot of researchers have found it fruitful to
combine different research methods. When choosing methodology, the main focus was to
collect data that would add value to the thesis with thorough and complementary information
about the chosen subject. For that purpose, document collection as a research method was
chosen. In addition, it was desirable to understand and be able to convey the broader picture
of a complex subject. To achieve that, interview as a research method was chosen. The
subjective understanding of the author is that the combination of the methods above would
provide the necessary information needed to be able to discuss and conclude.

3.1 Document collection
The document collection has exclusively been from written public documents such as
textbooks, reports, journals, and news pages. Documents have been found by internet search
for relevant words, and combinations of words, related to the subject, and by navigating
through web pages of the government and the different ministries of the government. The
majority of academic papers have been found by using the google scholar search engine,
made specifically for scientific purposes. In order to develop empirical knowledge and
understanding of the subject the documents have been examined and interpreted (Corbin &
Strauss, 2008) as thorough as possible with limited time.
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3.2 Interviews
The purpose of the interview is to get detailed information about the topic studied (Dalen,
2011). When choosing interviews as a data collection method, the opportunities are to go for
either structured-, semi-structured, or unstructured interviews (Johannessen, et al., 2010).
Since the goal of the interview was to gather a variety of data about a comprehensive subject
and not only test a specific hypothesis, semi-structured interviews was chosen (David &
Sutton, 2004). This means that the interview topic was agreed beforehand, but the interviewer
could ask new questions during the interview. Also, the person being interviewed could add
additional information or bring up new relevant topics (Thagaard, 2009). Two of the
interviews were performed by physical meetings and one through video conference, both
audio recording and written notes were being used. Afterwards, the interviews were
transcribed and the interviewees were given the opportunity to correct and strengthen the
transcript in order to improve the detail and accuracy of the interview as recommended by
Baum (1977).

The persons who are interviewed are referred to as interviewees, they add value to the
research with their extensive knowledge about the interview topic (Johannessen, et al., 2010).
All three interviewees have long and valuable experience and extensive knowledge in their
respective fields. Interviewee number one, informing from a government perspective, is Ketil
Solvik-Olsen, former Norwegian Minister of Transport and Communications. He has eight
years of experience from the Norwegian Parliament and six years of experience as member of
the Standing Committee of Energy and Environment. Interviewee number two, informing
from an environmental organization perspective, is Sigurd Enge, manager shipping, marine
and arctic issues at Bellona. He has over 30 years of experience from Bellona within several
fields of study, including environmental issues in the Norwegian petroleum industry.
Interviewee number three, informing from an energy sector point of view, is Rune Hersvik,
partner at Norsk Vind AS. He has 37 years of managerial experience from the Norwegian
energy sector, with nine of those years working with energy chains and environmental issues
at Statoil/Equinor, and 18 years working with wind energy for Norsk Vind AS. He also has
six years of experience as project director for the United Nations fund for agricultural
development focusing on energy and food security for Sub-Saharan Africa project.
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3.3 Quality
When evaluating the quality of the research design, internal validity, external and reliability
has been used as criteria as recommended by Bryman and Bell (2011). Internal validity is
used about the opportunities the study provides for the assumed hypothesis to explain the
findings, also known as cause-effect relationship. The findings and conclusion are based on
empiric data, with clear indications for the causation. But due to the complexity of the subject
and the challenge of covering all variables, most statements are moderate.

External validity means that the results of a limited study can be generalized, and thus be
applicable to a larger amount of data than the study examined. When generalizing from
qualitative research, the claims need to be moderate in terms of the strength and scope (Payne
& Williams, 2005). Even though the subject is concentrated around the Norwegian energy
sector, some of the findings may be transferable to other sectors and other countries.

Reliability is the degree to which the chosen research method produces consistent results, and
if the findings and conclusion would be the same if the study were repeated. Two qualitative
research methods have been used along with several sources of data when possible, the use of
more methods and sources adds credibility to the findings and secures that the collected data
is reliable (Yin, 1994; Hoepfl, 1997).

When going through large quantities of data, there was a concern that the collected data was
biased by political views or economic interests. Data obtained through document collection
has been checked against similar sources, data supplied from interviews has been checked
against theory, and reviewed by the interviewees. The interviews are still representative of the
interviewee’s opinion and in case of any factual errors this will be corrected in the discussion
section. As for the objectivity of the researcher, the purpose of the thesis is solely to convey
findings from empiric data without the influence of the researcher’s biases or subjectivity.
According to Lincoln & Cuba (1985), these measures establish confirmability.
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4.0 Results and discussions
This chapter consists of four parts in order to answer each of the four research questions. In
each part, the results from the literature review and the interviews will be presented, analyzed,
and discussed in order build the foundation for a conclusion in the next chapter based on the
similarities and differences of gathered data. The results presented from the interviews are
empiric data based on the interviewee’s observations and experience. All interviews were
semi-structured and based on the effects of taxation as a measure to improve the sustainability
of the Norwegian energy sector with a natural shift of direction to the interviewees main field
of competence. The excerpts used from the interviews are chosen with the intent to accentuate
the most relevant information for the subject. The interview itself only conveys information
shared by the interviewees, so the information has to be processed by interpretation and
analysis in the discussion section. In order to increase the readability, the following
abbreviations are used when referring to the interviewees; Ketil Solvik-Olsen is referred to as
KSO, Sigurd Enge is referred to as SE and Rune Hersvik is referred to as RH.

4.1 The importance of environmental taxes
Research question one dealt with the importance of environmental taxes in order to improve
the sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector. Findings from the theory show that the
“polluter pays” principle is heavily implemented in Norwegian laws and regulations and
increases the states revenue significantly (the revenue based on environmental taxation from
the petroleum industry alone is estimated to be 7.3 billion NOK). This revenue can be used to
subsidize sustainable projects in order to mitigate negative externalities, subsidize a transition
to environmentally friendly technologies or as a monetary compensation to those negatively
affected by externalities. In addition to the generated revenue to the state, an environmental
tax itself causes an incentive for companies to reduce their emissions and is an accelerator for
a transition from non-renewable energy to renewable energy. According to RH, when looking
at the development of renewable energy like wind power, the use of Green Certificates led to
an increase in revenue and more profitable projects and made investing in windfarms and
wind energy technology more attractive. The Green Certificates work with the government
assigning Green Certificates to the producers of renewable energy, the consumer is then
required to purchase a given proportion of certificates based on electrical consumption.
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In his interview, KSO states that environmental tax measures have forced a restructuring in
Norwegian businesses and not only made them more sustainable, but also boosted the
development of environmentally friendly technologies such as autonomous buses, hydrogen
ferries, and electric airplanes where Norway is now able to compete in a global market.

The exemption of taxes may also be an effective tool to improve sustainability. With the VAT
exemption, the government has reduced the price on electric cars significantly and caused a
major replacement of fossil fueled cars in favor of electric cards. There are uncertainties if
this transition would have happened to this extent if it were not for the VAT exemption.

The EU ETS has had some, yet limited, environmental effects, and the efficiency has been
questioned. In his interview, SE mentions that emissions from the petroleum industry account
for an ever increasing share of Norwegian emissions. In January 2020 Equinor and the
Norwegian petroleum industry announced their ambitious emissions strategy which entails a
fifty percent reduction by 2030 and basically zero emissions in 2050. It proves that EU ETS
works. Equinor stated, based on their economic analysis, that the price of CO2 quotas would
increase so much that investments in electrification and offshore wind will be less than
continuing running gas turbines and compensating the emissions with purchase of quotas.

Even though the theory confirms that there is a correlation between the reduction of issued
quotas, the increase of quota price, and the environmental effects, there are contradictions
between some of the theory and the interviews regarding the efficiency of EU ETS.

Based on these findings one may state that to be able to improve the sustainability in the
Norwegian energy sector, the environmental tax is the government’s main measure and of
high importance.
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4.2 Profit – financial factors
Research question two dealt with how the economy got affected when using tax measures to
improve the sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector. Findings in the theory show that
environmental taxes and fees from the petroleum industry alone increases the states revenues
by 7.3 billion NOK, revenues that are an important factor for the population’s welfare benefits
and the possibility to subsidize sustainable measures. Still, the petroleum industry is defined
as an extraordinary profitable industry. Looking at the industry as a whole, the environmental
taxes do not hinder economic growth for petroleum companies. Though taxes, such as the
carbon tax and EU ETS, make companies in the petroleum and coal industry less profitable,
and companies in the renewable energy industry more profitable due to the absence of similar
taxations.
In his interview, RH, to the interviewer’s surprise, states that Norsk Vind AS wants an
increased taxation on wind energy in Norway. A natural resource tax, or concession fee using
the same model as hydroelectric power, would benefit the host-municipality and host-county.
Their main reason for this is that they would like for a larger value to be returned to the
societies that have been positive to and accepted the development of windfarms. This is
opposed by the Ministry of Finance which favorizes the resource rent that generates more tax
revenue to the state, as opposed to a natural resource tax/concession fee, which would benefit
local authorities. The distribution of a natural resource tax could be an important tool for
getting a larger share of revenues to the host municipalities. Therefore, it is necessary that the
state’s proportion of the revenues should be reduced, and the local authorities’ proportion
increased accordingly.

With the combination of an increased profitability of wind energy and an increase in the
opposition toward wind energy on land, there may be a development where the government
will use increased taxation as a measure to monetarily compensate for negative externalities
caused by onshore windfarms. There are also other arguments for taxation of wind energy as
to compensate for the reduction of the state’s revenue from taxes caused by downscaling of
the petroleum industry. In addition, a natural resource tax will force businesses in the
renewable energy industry to develop even more sustainable technologies, the same way as
the carbon tax has caused a development of more sustainable technology in the petroleum
industry.
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When considering an increase in taxation on wind energy, factors such as stagnating the
development of sustainable technology due to reduced profitability for investors should be
taken into account, but according to RH, in today’s energy market there are factors favorizing
renewable energy even without additional taxation of the petroleum sector. One of these
factors, and probably the most important driver for a transition, is the supply chain to the end
consumer. Using the fueling of cars as an example. In to fuel a gasoline car one first has to do
exploration by ship, do some seismic shooting and then drill an oil well with the cost being
hundreds of millions NOK, including the risk of drilling dry holes. When oil has been found,
an oil rig which costs several billion NOK has to be used. The oil then must be transported by
ship to land, refined, transported with trucks to gas stations before finally being ready to fill
up the tank of the car. All of these different steps in the supply chain are resource intensive,
both economically and environmentally.

By comparing this to an electric car the supply chain can be as easy as the development and
construction of a windfarm, generation of power into the power grid, from the power grid to
homes and to an electric charger and then charging the battery of the electric vehicle. Another
wind vs petroleum comparison can be made by looking at the gas power plant at Kårstø which
required the equivalent of six TWh (terawatt-hours) of gas to produce three TWh of
electricity. The owners (Statkraft and Statoil) shut the gas power plant down due to lack of
profitability, even when taking into account a significantly reduced CO2 tax. The
environmental consequence, the CO2 emissions being reduced by 1 million tons yearly, is just
a bonus. Today, even without Green Certificates, the gas power industry has not managed to
create profitability as a competing business to wind power.

He continues by mentioning that by summing all costs in the value chain, even the enormous
Johan Sverdrup oilfield will not be profitable compared to wind and sun power. In her
opening speech, prime minister Erna Solberg said the oilfield would generate 900 billion
NOK for the community. By calculating a lifetime of 50 years, and assuming most of the
petroleum will be used as fuel for gasoline cars (approximately 2,3kg CO2 emissions are
generated from 1 liter of gasoline), then the total CO2 emissions from the oilfield would be 1
billion tons. When it is stated that Norway has half the CO2 emissions of other oil producing
countries, the reality is that Norwegian CO2 emissions are ten times that, the emission cost is
only connected to the production, but not the end user. The IPPC (United Nations
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) wishes to tax the fossil value chain. If this were
the scenario in Norway, the CO2 tax for Johan Sverdrup would be 1000 billion NOK,
changing a 900 billion NOK profit to a 100 billion NOK loss.

As theory shows, the oil companies are reimbursed for costs related to exploration of
petroleum reservoirs. SE states that Bellona believes the exploration reimbursement scheme is
unfortunate. The Norwegian policy has been that a diversified petroleum industry with large
and small companies is desirable. The small companies, also known as oil mosquitos, are a
risk because of their lack of broad competence, which also affects how the companies look at
risk (the chance of a successful exploration strategy).

When comparing the robustness of the supply chain in the petroleum industry and the wind
energy industry, the wind energy industry seems less vulnerable to a potential increase in
taxation or a reduction of subsidies. Still, there is a societal desire for a transition from nonrenewable energy to renewable energy. Thus, an increased taxation, or removal of subsidies,
in both the petroleum industry and wind energy industry should be considered.

KSO mentions that if the government becomes too generous with subsidies, it may hinder a
natural market to develop. So, one has to be aware that one must not fall so much in love with
the measures that the subsidy itself becomes a target and the sight of what is trying to be
accomplished is lost, namely get a greater prevalence of a given technology.

Based on findings from these interviews, supported by the theory, subsidies to the wind
energy industry should lapse, and increased taxation should be considered.

According to KSO the Norwegian society as a whole has been aware of the need for a more
environmentally friendly energy policy, transport policy, and the needs of the environment
itself. This has accomplished that there is a more different culture in Norwegian companies to
think sustainable and develop green technology, than what one might find many other places.
He states that this culture will give a competitive advantage to companies due to enforcing
technological development, the disadvantage is if the government in that transition is so strict
with the regulations, that companies will go bankrupt. If they go bankrupt in a market where
everyone had to readjust, then that is understandable. But if Norwegian companies go
bankrupt, while foreign competing companies do not, because they have different conditions,
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it becomes unreasonable. When setting requirements to Norwegian businesses, the
government has to be aware if the requirements are set in a market where everyone gets the
new higher cost and the new stricter requirement, or if there is international competition and
only Norwegian companies get hindered by the demands.

KSO also mentions that if the politicians see the benefits of every measure of equal
importance that requires immediate action, and do not have a relation to the cost side and the
usefulness, they will risk applying enormous costs to businesses without being able to show
results. They may win arguments short term but will over time lose legitimacy and
engagement of those who finance these measures long term. Sometimes it is businesses, other
times it is the taxpayers.

By internalizing the externalities in the form of environmental taxes the government imposes
a cost on the businesses while increasing the states revenue. The economic effects of taxes
forces businesses to develop and use more environmentally friendly technology. The
increased revenue for the state can be used to subsidize measures that improve sustainability
or subsidize measures that mitigate emissions and other environmental externalities, it can
also be used as a monetary compensation.
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4.3 People – societal factors
Research question three dealt with how the people and social equity were affected when using
tax measures to improve the sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector. When the
government is not willing to cover the increased cost of environmental measures, the cost gets
pushed on to the population

In his interview, KSO uses ferry rates on battery ferries as an example. When he was a
minister, he was involved with deciding that certain national roads should have battery ferries.
But on some national roads they ended up choosing hybrid ferries, because when calculating
the cost, the cost became so large that either the ferry rates would need to increase a lot, or it
would be an enormous cost in the state budget. This was not something they were willing to
prioritize, as they felt that the money had better use other places. In some county ferry routes,
the introduction of battery ferries caused an increase in the ferry rates by 80-90 %. He states
that the society should demand environmentally friendly and energy effective ferries to reduce
emissions. But if the tempo is too high, the technology too expensive, the scope too large, and
on top of it all politicians are not willing to cover the cost over their budgets, we will end up
with a popular opposition against battery ferries and increased ferry rates.

Another measure that affects social equity is the combination of toll roads and the VAT
exemption on electric cars, according to KSO these measures have proven to work with the
goal being a transition from fossil fueled cars to electric cars and the reduction of emissions.
He mentions that when people have a transportation need, increasingly more people have
chosen to purchase electric cars voluntarily because they trust the car will give them the
transportation service needed, and it has been financially profitable. The electric car policy
has proven to be an expensive endeavor for the government, but the parliament has been
willing to cover those costs without pushing them on to the consumer. This is an example of a
positive measure where the politicians are willing to face the consequences of the decisions
they had made in the form of less revenue to the government. He mentions that in the ferry
policies, the results were the same on a parliamentary level, but when the cost got pushed on
to the consumers at county level, it caused a backlash.

Continuing on examples that caused backlash, KSO states that there is no doubt that low
income families get hit harder than high income families with the current toll road system.
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And that maybe it is the people with lower income that should have a greater opportunity to
travel at a lower cost in order to get to a job market where they can function better, but now
experience an economic wall that also hinders their social activities. This leads to a growing
resistance against toll road payments, which in turn destroys the entire credibility of the city
growth agreements. He says that the current toll road system is unfair because there are
people who do not have an alternative like reasonable public transportation or the funds to
buy an electric car. He also mentions that the government should spend a little more time
building up the good alternatives, and then see that a lot of people voluntarily choose
differently.

When studying the findings from the theory and the interviews there are indications that there
is some social acceptance for environmental taxes, but also a significant risk of backlash and
riots when the change is too fast, or the cost gets too high. There is willingness to pay in order
to achieve a transition from onshore to offshore windfarms, but measures like toll roads and
increased ferry rates have backlashed and caused a growing opposition. The removal of taxes
(VAT exemption) on electric cars have proven very successful in the transition from fossil
fueled cars to electric cars.

There are 225,000 employees in the Norwegian petroleum industry that are affected by
changes in the taxation of the industry. When taxation measures cause a transition to
sustainable technology the demand for petroleum decreases. Reduction of petroleum
production, and reduction of petroleum related jobs, will incur enormous costs on the
government if employees in the industry are to receive monetary compensation in order to
maintain their financial wealth. When the petroleum industry at the same time is the industry
that generates the most revenue to the state, it is difficult to imagine a large downscaling of
the petroleum industry being financially viable without a decrease in financial wealth for the
people. Even with the labor needs in other industries, and the increase of job opportunities
generated by the growth in the renewable energy sector, the society has to accept that the
current job market will change in a transition from non-renewable energy to renewable
energy. With the reduction of jobs and the reduction of financial wealth, measures such as the
introduction of six hour working days in Norway is worthy of discussion. A bit outside the
scope for this thesis, but a reduction of working hours will increase the demand for employees
in order to perform the same amount of labor. This demand may be reduced due to
productivity growth as a result of technological development. With the effect being a fair
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distribution of jobs, this is of relevance when looking at ways to mitigate the negative
consequences caused by the downscaling of the petroleum industry. Even with an income
reduction due to the reduction of working hours, the results of increased employment improve
the social equity.

In addition to the economic effects, the theory shows that externalities from the energy sector
affects the people’s health and wellness. The local externalities from wind energy that affect
people’s health are visual pollution and to some extent sound pollution. The combination of
these and other externalities (without direct influence on people’s health) has caused a
growing opposition towards wind energy and a polarization of the society that affects people’s
wellness.

The tax measures affect people in both a negative and a positive manner. Even though there is
an increased awareness of environmental issues, not all people have a real alternative to
choose the greener option. And it may seem that the wealthier you are, the easier it is to
accept increased taxes (like toll roads) or exploit the removal of taxes (like the VAT
exemption on electric cars). But for low income families, a lot of the taxes become a heavy
burden, for example having transport opportunities being hindered by toll roads while not
having the funds to purchase an electric car.
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4.4 Planet – environmental factors
Research question four dealt with how the environment – local, regional, and global – were
affected when using taxation as a measure to improve the sustainability in the Norwegian
energy sector. In the results and discussion of research question one (the importance of
environmental taxation), the conclusion was that taxation as an environmental measure is of
high importance.

This is because taxation works as a measure to reduce negative externalities. The theory
shows that the externality that causes the biggest threat to the global environment is the
emission of CO2 that contributes to global warming and ocean acidification. The main
emission source of CO2 in Norway is from the production of petroleum, which alone stands
for 13.7 million tons of CO2 emissions. When taxation measures cause a shift from nonrenewable to renewable energy, the CO2 emissions are reduced.

Further findings in the petroleum literature review show that the emissions of CO2 equivalents
caused by the petroleum export are 37 times larger than the emissions from the production
itself. In order to reduce CO2 emissions on a global scale by tax measures there is a need to
use taxation of the whole fossil value chain in order to reduce the demand for petroleum
products. This is supported by the interview with SE stating that it is the consumer who must
report for the emissions, and not the producer.

Measures like the gasoline fee and VAT exemption on electric cars give the population
incentives for a transition from fossil fueled cars to electric cars. This contributes to reduce
the global demand of petroleum, and thereby reduces
CO2 emissions. It also reduces the emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx) which has damaging
effects on ecosystems and vegetation.

With the transition from non-renewable to renewable energy, tax measures can be a doubleedged sword (a situation than can be both negative and positive). Even if the global effect is a
reduction of CO2 emissions, the local externalities such as loss of biological diversity, sound
pollution, and visual pollution are negative. With taxation, the government has the means to
change the market and steer the production of energy into the direction chosen by the
government. In the future, and dependent of technological development, we might see the use
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of tax measures to steer the market towards nuclear energy. A transition nuclear energy not
only mitigates a lot of the externalities from petroleum and coal, but also mitigates many of
the local and regional externalities from hydropower and wind power, but it has externalities
of its own.

Even with the rapid development of sustainable technology and transition towards the use of
electricity as an energy source during transport, it does not necessarily that electricity will be
the main transportation fuel in the future. In his interview, SE mentions that future energy
sources can be deep-sea produced biofuel to not suppress food production or sea areas on
land, and that further development of deep-sea technology at subsea installations will be of
importance in the extraction of seabed minerals. He also states that when it comes to ocean
area, Norway is a superpower in European context and should have the ambitions to be an
energy superpower in the future, and that is necessary to build the foundation based on the
already existing infrastructure.

Based on findings from the interviews, tax measures that boost the transition from nonrenewable energy to renewable energy reduces the global demand of petroleum. This is
confirmed by DNV’s Energy Transition Outlook (2018), forecasting the demand of petroleum
to decrease by 50 % from 2020 to 2050. The reduction in demand of petroleum will cause a
reduction in extraction of petroleum that increases the lifetime of the reservoirs.

The environmental effects of current tax measures are a reduction in emissions of CO2
equivalents, reducing the global warming. This is necessary in order to reach the temperature
target from the Paris agreement. The tax measures boost the development of renewable
energy such as windfarms, causing an increase in local externalities such as visual pollution
and sound pollution.
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5.0 Conclusion
The subject of this thesis was to analyze the effects of taxation as a measure to improve the
sustainability in the Norwegian energy sector. The four research questions elaborated the
importance of tax measures and their financial, societal, and environmental effects. Relevant
theory has been studied in the form of literature reviews and data has been collected in the
form of information from interviews. This forms the following conclusion.

Taxation as a measure to improve the sustainability of the Norwegian energy sector is of high
importance and has a notable effect on the economy, social equity, and the environment.

By using taxation as a measure to improve the sustainability of the Norwegian energy sector:

-

the economic effects are a redistribution of capital from the businesses to the
government, giving the government the opportunity to subsidize other environmental
measures.

-

the societal effects will vary in level based on people’s financial situation and where
they reside, whether they live in an urban or rural area. There are findings that
substantiate that the financial wealth will be reduced short term, with health, wellness,
and social equity to improve long term.

-

the environmental effect is a gradual transition from non-renewable energy to
renewable energy, causing a reduction in emissions of greenhouse gases.

The improvement of sustainability, not only in the Norwegian energy sector, but in the global
society, is one of the key factors to mitigate damages to the climate and environment. If the
use of taxation may be the most effective measure to achieve this, then the government, the
businesses and society in general need to know the effects of these measures.
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